Sunbird Literary Cassettes

Aveling, Harry reading Indonesian poets in translation / Rs 100
Antoine, Robert reading his Kalidasa “Dynasty of Raghu” tr./Rs 100
Banerjee, Bibhuti Bhushan / his novel “Pather Panchali” transcreated, condensed & read by Monika Varma / 3 cassettes / Rs 325
Bantleman, Lawrence / his poems read by P. Lal / Rs 100
Basu, Anjana reading her own poems / Rs 100
Chatterjee, Margaret reading her own poems / Rs 100
Cowasjee, Saros reading his own stories / Rs 100
Das, Deb Kumar reading his own poems and stories / Rs 100
Dasgupta, Mary Ann reading her own poems / Rs 100
Dasgupta, Somesh reading his own poems / Rs 100
De, Ira reading her own poems / Rs 100
Derozio, Henry Vivian / his poems read by Ananda Lal / Rs 100
Devi, Shree reading her own poems / Rs 100
Dutt, Toru / her poems read by Srimati Priyadarshni Lal / Rs 100
Dyson, Ketaki Kushari reading her own poems / Rs 100
Frederick, Brooks / his poems read by P. Lal / Rs 100
Hull, William reading his own poems / Rs 100
Hull, William reading his epic Visions of Handy Hopper Books 1-10
2 cassettes each / boxed set of 20 cassettes Rs 2500
Kannan, Lakshmi reading her own poems / Rs 100
Khare, Randhir reading his own poems / Rs 100
Lal, P. reading his complete Mahabharata transcreation (see p. ??)
Lal, P. reading his Complete Poems / 2 cassettes / Rs 200
Lal, P. reading his “Juvenilia” from his Collected Poems / Rs 100
Lal, P. reading his long poem Calcutta / Rs 100
Lal, P. reading his The Man of Dharma & the Rasa of Silence / Rs 100
Lal, P. reading his Bhagavad Gita transcreation / 2 LP set / Rs 150
Lal, P. reading his Gita (with Sanskrit slokas) / 2 cassettes / Rs 200
Lal, P. reading his Dhammapada transcreation / 2 cassettes / Rs 200
Lal, P. reading his Rig-Veda transcreation / Rs 100
Lal, P. reading his Brhadaranyaka transcreation / 4 cassettes / Rs 450
Lall, B. Samuel reading his own poems / Rs 100
Naidu, Sarojini / her complete poems read by P. Lal / 3 cassettes/Rs 325
Padshah, Pesi J. reading his own stories / Rs 100
Ratan, Jai reading his own stories / Rs 100
Rajon, Shreela reading her own poems / Rs 100
Roy, Tarapada reading his Bengali poems & P. Lal their English transcreation by Shyamasree Devi & P. Lal / Rs 100
Sastry, K. Srinivasa reading his own poems / Rs 100
Sharma, Mukul reading his own poems (with Aparna Sen) / Rs 100
Sio, Kewlian reading his own poems (d & P. Lal his stories) / Rs 100
Suraiya, Jug reading his own stories / Rs 100
Tagore, Rabindranath / his Shesh-Lekha poems read by P. Lal & Shyamasree Devi in their own transcreation / Rs 100
The Calcutta Poems Concert / taped live / read by Rajen Brijnath, Pradip Sen, Ruchir Joshi, Anjum Katyal, P. Lal / 2 cassettes /Rs 225
The Seasons Concert / taped / read by Barbara Good, Jija Bhattacharya, Rajiv Dubey, Robin Twite / music by Arthur Gracias and his band / 2 cassettes / Rs 225
Varma, Monika reading her own poems / Rs 100
Williams, Haydn Moore reading his own poems / Rs 100